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Subject:
Rebuttal of response to complaint # 201604873
From:
Fergus Nolan <XXXXXX@XXXXXX.com>
Date:
10/31/2016 8:40 AM
To:
rb.complaints@tn.gov

Dear Complaint Coordinator

As Mr Berlin Boyd has chosen to respond with an ad-hominem attack on my character, I
must react.   He has compounded the original falsehoods, of which I complained, by 
including several additional prevarications in his response.   He apologizes for my 
complaint where a sincere apology for his own actions would have been appropriate.  
Please excuse the length of my rebuttal of his response.   As a practical matter it 
is impossible to catalog Mr. Boyd’s iniquities with brevity. 

My complaint is not a personal attack, as it is based on facts, as documented in my 
original complaint.

Mr Boyd cites my arrest on May 30th.   I was arrested while photographing a protest 
by Park Volunteers, which is protected by the First Amendment.   I did not 
participate in the sit-down protest.   My case was dismissed at the preliminary 
hearing, because the prosecution could not prove probable cause for a trial.   My 
record was expunged.   Legally this is as if the arrest did not happen.  MPD 
Internal Affairs Department is pursuing a wrongful arrest case against the arresting
officer.   It was disingenuous and misleading of Mr Boyd to mention my arrest 
without also detailing my proven innocence of the charge.   It is also questionable 
for a public official to cite a case where an expungement order has been filed.  

Mr Boyd also stated that I was removed from City Council chambers, which is a plain 
lie.   It never happened.   It is hard to prove a negative, but I was at most of the
Council meetings between April and August 2016.  The meeting schedule is given on 
MemphisTN.gov.   The newspaper of record in Memphis is the Commercial Appeal.   
Their City Council reporter is Ryan Poe and he reports Council meetings on the day 
following.   If Park Volunteers had been thrown out, Ryan Poe would have reported it
in the subsequent article.  

The Council meetings are recorded on video, which may be viewed on the City website,
and the Council minutes are also a matter of public record.  

This is one more example of a big fat untruth by Mr Boyd, if more examples were 
needed.   I observed all due decorum while in the Council chamber.   I availed of 
the First Amendment to speak truth to power.  Mr Boyd's sensitivity to  involvement 
of the public on important matters before City Council says more about him than it 
does about me. 
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In fact, Mr Boyd, voted for the positions I supported on the Greensward ordinance 
and the pot ordinance, and did not vote on the CLERB ordinance, which I also spoke 
on at Council.   Saying I adamantly supported issues which he voted for makes me a 
supporter of his issues.   However, I disapprove of public figures who lie on the 
record, as Mr Boyd has done often.

Mr Boyd stated that ‘I do not go on Linkedin’.   I am attaching a .pdf file 
containing three screen shots of his Linkedin page, taken in 2015 and 2016.   The 
file was scanned with Avira Antivir and found free of viruses.  This shows the false
claim that he was a realtor, and it also shows that his profile was edited during 
this period.   Mr Boyd’s claim that he was not going on Linkedin is false.    The 
claim of continuing Realtorship was not removed until September 2016, after he was 
served with notice of the complaint. 

·         The third screenshot, dated 8/14/2015, is from the period when he was a 
candidate for Council  District 7.   He filed on 5/1/2015, after his Realtor license
had expired   He describes himself as a Commercial Real-Estate Agent for Slovis and 
Associates from April 2008 to the present.  He also falsely described himself as a 
Memphis City Councillor from 2011 to the present.   He was co-opted to the Council 
in 2011 for a few months to fill a vacancy, was not elected in the 2011 ballot, and 
was not on the council in 2012 through 2014. He was again co-opted in 2015 and won 
election in 2015, taking office on 1/1/2016. 

·         The second screenshot, dated 10/2/2015 contains substantially the same 
content.

·          The first screenshot, dated 7/31/2016 shows that he edited the profile 
since the 10/2/2015 screenshot.   Changes include: his email address altered from 
Berlin.Boyd@Sprint.com to BerlinBoyd@gmail.com; The Summary section has been 
completely rewritten.   This disproves claim that he does not go on Linkedin. 

 

In summary, his Linkedin profile contained untruths all through his 2015 election 
campaign, and his claim that he does not maintain his Linkedin profile is a proven 
falsehood.  

The material in my original complaint referring to his 2015 election publications 
related to a contest for which he filed on January 5th 2015.   He lost his Realtor 
license in July 2014.   His attempt to conflate his 2011 temporary co-option with 
the 2015 election is misleading as there was an almost four-year gap between the two
events, and he did not stand for election in 2011.   His only City Council election 
was in 2015 so cannot have inherited any content from before January 2015 when he 
filed his candidacy.    
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MAAR, when contacted by phone, confirmed that Mr Boyd was never a member.   You 
should be able to confirm this directly with MAAR.  His lack of familiarity with 
MAAR is shown where he names it “Memphis Area Realtors Association” on his Memphis 
Council bio in August 2016 as shown in the appendix to the original complaint.    
MAAR listings do not include him as a member.

Additionally, the Commercial Appeal bio in my original appendix to the complaint 
contained his claim of Realtorship based on an interview with reporter Kyle Veazey. 
 Although Mr Boyd knows Veazey very well, and supplied the information for the bio, 
he never corrected the inaccuracy in the CA piece despite numerous personal contacts
with Mr Veazey in the run-up to the 2015 election.   It is clear that Mr Boyd 
inserted the false claims of Realtorship in the pre-election dialog deliberately and
in an attempt to burnish his resume for the ballot. 

Mr Boyd has failed to address the evidence contained in my Appendix to the original 
complaint, and has compounded his offenses by the tenor of his rebuttal and also by 
creating new untruths in his rather offensive and uncontrite letter.  

I believe you have the measure of Mr Boyd by now.   He compounded his original 
falsehoods by additional untruths in his response letter.    His libelous 
accusations against me are despicable, ad-hominem and an inappropriate way for a 
public representative to describe a member of the public.  His faux apology is 
inappropriate.   Please require a retraction of this libel in the final decree.

Incidentally, Mr Boyd still lives at the address I gave on my original complaint.  
He apparently refused to accept your certified letter when it was delivered to his 
door.   The second certified letter, sent to Council offices, was received by a City
employee so he could not refuse delivery.   I infer contempt for TREC’s authority 
from this behavior.  

In view of the fact that he publicly used his false claims of Realtorship in order 
to bolster his candidacy for public office, his offenses become more egregious.  
TREC has the opportunity, by making a public example of Mr Boyd, to set the record 
straight and to punish Mr Boyd to the fullest possible extent of the law.   We 
should expect a higher standard for the public claims of elected officials. 

Thank you for your diligence in prosecuting this case, which is of importance to all
Memphis residents.

-- 
Fergus Nolan

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

Attachments:
 Berlin Boyd linked in chronology.pdf 4.7 MB
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